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Maximization of circumferential opening resultants 

Another aspect of the stress approach to mixed mode fracture 

A. C. CHRYSAKIS (ATHENS) 

A NEW MAGNITUDE, the pair of stress resultants R», RE along two complementary arcs ADB 
AEB of the singular circle (i.e. a small circle centered at the crack tip, Fig. 4) is introduced 
and investigated. It is shown that their components Rg, Rg in direction perpendicular to OB 
obtain maxima when OB coincides with the direction {}P of crack propagation. On the basis 
of this result a new criterion for mixed mode crack propagation is established with an excellent 
physical interpretation, as R8, Rg are the maxima of the opening force resultants acting on the 
singular circle. This is the first "stress criterion" which takes under consideration the complete 
stress field around the crack tip . 

Wprowadzono i zbadano now(l wielkosc ch~rakterystyczn(l w teorii p~kania, mianowicie 
par~ napr~i:en wypadkowych RD, RE skierowanych wzdlui: luk6w ADB, AEB kola osobliwego 
(czyli malego kola o srodku w wierzcholku szczeliny, rys. 4). Pokazano, i:e ich skladowe R~, Rg 
w kierunku prostopadlym do 0 B osi(lgaj(l warto8ci maksymalne gdy 0 B pokrywa si~ z kierunkiem 
propagacji szczeliny {}P· Na tej podstawie zbudowano nowe kryterium propagacji szczeliny 
o modach mieszanych, charakteryzuj(lce si~ doskonal(l interpretacj(l fizycznct, gdyi: R8 i Rg 
odpowiadaj(l maksymalnym silom rozwieraj(lcym dzialaj(lcym na kole osobliwym. Jest to pierwsze 
,kryterium napr~i:eniowe" uwzgl~dniajctce kompletne pole napr~i:enia wok6l wierzcholka 
szczeliny. 

BBe~eHa H nccne~oBaHa HoBaH BenwmHa, xapaKTepHaH B TeopHH pa3pyrneHHH, a HMe,HHO 
napa pe3yJILTHpyiO~Hx HanpH>KeHHM RD, RE HanpaBJieHHhiX B~OJib ~yr ADB, AEB oco6oro 
I<pyra (T. e. MaJIOrO I<pyra C 1..\eHTpOM B BeplllHHe Tpe~HHbi, pHC. 4). floKa3aHO, qTo COCTa
BJIHlO~He R8, Rg B nepneH~HKymipHoM HanpaBJieHHH I< OB ~ocTHraiOT Mai<CHMaJibHbiX 3Ha
t.J:eHHM, Kor~a OB coBna~aeT c HanpaBneHHeM pacnpoCTpaHeHHH Tpe~HHbi {}P· Ha :noli ocHo
Be noCTpoeH HOBbiM KpHTeplfH pacnpoCTpaHeHHH Tpeii\HHbl CO CMernaHHbiMH MO~aMH, XapaK
TepH3YJO~HHCH xoporneii <PH3nqecKoM HHTepnpeTa~Heii, T. K. R-8 H Rg OTBeqaiOT MaKCHManL
HbiM pacKpbiBalO~HM CHJiaM, ~eMCTBYJO~HM Ha OC060M Kpyre. 3To nepBbiH ,KpHTepHH 
B HanpH>HeHHHX' ', yqHTbiBaiO~ nOJIHOe none HanpH>KeHHH BOKpyr BeplliHHbl Tpe~HHbl. 

1. Introduction 

The solution of the problem of mixed mode brittle fracture consists in determining the 
direction {}P of crack propagation and the load at fracture acr/arcr, where acr, a~r are the 
values of external load for which propagation starts in the mixed mode and mode-I con
figurations respectively. The study of the above problem can be restricted to the model 
of the uniaxially loaded inclined crack (Fig. 1) if the theoretical analysis is based on the 
singular expressions of stresses, as has been pointed out, among others, by CHRYSAKIS [4]. 

Two approaches for the solution of the problem have been proposed: 
(i) the stress approach by ERDOGAN and Sm [2] in 1963, and 
(ii) the energy approach by SIH [3] in 1973. 
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FIG. 1. Uniaxially-loaded inclined crack. 

Both approaches are based on the singular expressions of stresses. In other words, the 
investigations take place along the circumference of the singular circle : a circle centered 
at the crack tip 0, of radius r small enough, so that the expressions of stresses are restricted 
to their singular terms only, but not so small, so that the elastic solution is valid. 

The stress approach has been founded on two hypotheses [2]: 

(a) The crack tip extension starts at its tip in radial direction. 
(b) The crack extension starts in the plane perpendicular to the direction of greatest 

tension. 

ERDOGAN and SIH [2] implemented hypothesis (b) on the model shown in Fig. 2a: 
they considered a polar element (dr, d{}) on the radial direction OB of the expected, accord
ing to hypothesis (a), crack extension so that the "tension" which by hypothesis (b) 
would cause separation of the material in this element, is the stress component a&. Hence 
they proposed {}P to be the direction of maxa0 . 

The stress approach was identified with the maxa0 criterion-more precisely, nobody 
talked about "stress approach" as no alternative to the maximization of a& was thought 
until CHRYSAKIS [4, 5] proposed that hypothesis (b) could also be implemented in the 
model shown in Fig. 2b: the elementary areas are considered in pairs, one on arc ADB, 

the other on arc AEB, where OB is again the radial direction of expected propagation. 
Then the pairs of stresses (a0, aE) exert an "opening action" (in the terminology of [4, 5]) 
or "tension" (in the terminology of hypothesis (b) of [2]), leading to separation of the 
elastic material, enclosed in the singular circle, along the radius OB somewhere halfway 
between D and E. This model has been applied to the two usual systems of stresses: 
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FIG. 2. Model of crack propagation; (a) for the maxa~ criterion, (b) for the maxar criterion and 
(c) for the max a 1 criterion. 
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(i) In [4] to the remaining polar components a, and r,"'. The elementary areas were 
the polar ones (dr, d{}'), the search for extrema of a, gave for each value of f3 two directions 
of max a,, {}Din arc ADB, {}E in arc AEB and the direction 1}8 of the bisector of the angle 
of {)D, {}E coincided with the direction {)P of propagation given by other criteria and experi
ments [2, 3]. ·The same technique was applied to r r{} and again two absolutely maximum 
values of r,{} were found at {)D, {}E; the coincidence of {}8 to {}P was good except for small 
values of {3. For the determination of load at fracture the projections of a,, r ,8 on {} p- 90 
were integrated along arc ADB and their projections on {}p+90 along arc AEB, giving 
the corresponding components of stress resultants along the direction {} P ± 90 of the open
ing forces. 

(ii) In [5] the principal stresses were investigated. Two directions of max a 1 (a 1 is the 
larger of a 1 , a2 ) were found for each value of {J: Dv in arc ADB and {}E in AEB. At these 
positions the corresponding angles CfJD, CfJE of a1 with the x-axis were evaluated and the 

/ 

FIG. 3. Boundary stresses for determining load at fracture. 

bisector {)B of the angle of directions f{Jv, (/JE was found again to coincide with {)P (Fig. 
· 2c). For the determination of load at fracture, the triangular boundary elements were 
considered with boundary stresses an, in (Fig. 3). The projections of an, in on the direc
tions f}P-90, {}P+90 were integrated along the arcs ADB, AEB, respectively, giving the 
stress resultants R8({}8 ), Rg({}8 ) corresponding to these arcs. In both cases [4, 5] it is 
assumed that propagation starts when these "circumferential stress resultants" of the 
mixed mode configuration reach the corresponding value of the mode I configuration -
and this equation determines acr fair. 

Thus two new criteria have been established in [4]: the m~xa, and maxj i,0 j and one 
new in [5]: the max a 1 criterion, showing that a& is not the only component whose maximi-· 

· zation can form a basis for the prediction of mixed-mode propagation. The common 
point of all the above criteria is that they consider the maximum value (s) of a stress c·om
ponent, at one point Bin the case of maxa&, at two points D, E in the cases of max a,, 
max I r r{} 1, max a 1 and they rely on these isolated stress values for their predictions. But 
crack propagation is not due to the action of a certain stress component at one or two 
points, but to the action of the complete stress field. If the material is cut along the cir
cumference of a singular circle and the latter is loaded by the polar stresses which existed 
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MAXIMIZATION OF CIRCUMFERENTIAL OPENING RESULTANTS 421 

along this circumference in the infinite plane configuration, then the propagation of tlie 
crack along OB will be due to the stress resultants RD, RE of stresses along arcs ADB, 
AEB, respectively (Fig. 4). These remarks bring up the idea of investigating the possibility 
to predict crack propagation on the basis of RD, RE, which is the objective of the present 
paper. 
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\ 
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\ 

FIG. 4. Equilibrium of the singular circle under the action of the cirdumferential stress resultants. 

For reasons of equilibrium it must be: 

(1.1) RD(DB) = , RE(DB) 

for any value of DB. If R~, R~ are the components of RD, RE along DB and RK, R~ the 
components along DB± 90, then Eq. (1.1) is equivalent to: 

(1.1)1 R~(DB) = R~('{}B), R8(DB) = R~(DB) V{}B· 

In this paper it is shown that in the direction {}B = 4J P of propagation it is: 

(1.2) 1 R8(fJp) = maxR8(DB) 
lis 

and 

(1.2h 

Hence a new criterion can be established on the basis the present results: that of the 
maximum circumferential opening resultant in which DP is a root of dR8(fJB)fd{}B = 0 
or, alternatively, of Eq. (1.2h, while the load at fracture is found by simply evaluating this 
stress resultant for DB = D P. 

2. The circumferential stress resultants 

As already explained in the Introduction, the model for the study of mixed mode crack 
propagation is based on the singular circle. The material enclosed in this circle, already 
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separated along radius 0 A by the existing crack, is expected to separate along another 
radius OB by the propagating branch of the crack under the "opening action" exerted 
on it by the boundary stresses. The obvious choice for expressing boundary stresses along 
a circumference are their polar components, so that the normal boundary stress is an = ar 

and the tangential one -r n = -r r&. If one employs Cartesian components, then the expressions 
of an, in in terms of ax, ay, O'xv are essentially the tran__sformation formulae of Cartesian 
to polar components. Engaging in the [4, 5] usual notation: 

(2.1) 
s=sin(g}, c = cos ( ~ ) . t = tan ( ~ ) , 

. ( nt?) c, = cos ( n: ) , t, =tan( n:) , s = sm --- n = 2, 3, ... 
n 2 , ' 

and 
s8 = sin'l9·8 , c8 = cos{}8, 

(2.2) 
sP = sin{}P , cp = cos{}P 

the singular expressions of stresses are [I] 

(2.3) 
V 2nrar = K 1 c(l + s2) + K2 s(l - 3s2) , 

V2nr-rro = K 1 sc2+K2c(l-3s2), 

K1 = (aJ/ .na)sin2 ,8, K2 = (ay.na)sinf1cosp. 

The projection of the force, per unit thickness of the plate, due to ar, on 19-8 ± 90 is 
[4] 

Similarly, because of Tro one finds 

dpro({}) = ± Trocos({}8-{})rd{} 
and 

-. ~~ [ss s3 
(2.5) Jl 2r Prrl{}) = ± 5 ( -2K1 sB+6K2cB)+ 3 (2K1 sB-5K2cB)+s(K2cB) 

cs c3 ] + 5 (-2KlcB-6K2sB)+ ) (KlcB+4K2 s8 ). 

Adding Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) one finds the indefinite integral representing the combined 
action of O'r and Trf): 

(2.6) V ; ,_. P±(t?) = ± [s3(K,ss-K2 cs)-s(K1 ss-K2 cs)-c3(K,c.+K2 ss) 

+ c(2K2 s8 )]. 
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The upper sign corresponds to #B+90 (arc AEB) and the lower to -&B-90 (arc ADB). 
The resultant of these forces for arc ADB is given by the definite integral of Eq. (2.6): 

(2. 7)1 Rg(i}8 ) = ~;, [p_({)8 )-p_ ( -180)] = ~ ~-- p_({)8 ) 

and that of arc AEB: 

(2.7), Rg({!8 ) = ~;, [p+(l80)-p+({)8 )] = - ~ ;, P+({).) 

since it is easily seen that p ± ( ± 1 80) = 0. 

I 

11 1 

\ 

FIG. 5. Components of boundary stresses along the opening direction -&0 and the direction of propagation D,. 

Working similarly with the projections along #B, one has (Fig. 5): · 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

dqrtJ(#) = TroSin(#B-#)rd#, 

dqr(#) = arcos(#B-#)rd# 

with the indefinite integral of their sum (dq,+dqr&): 

(2.10) ~ ;, q({)) = -s3 (K1 c8 +K2s8 )+s(K1 c8 +K2s8 )+c3 (K2c.-K.s.)-c(2K2cB) 

and resultants along the arcs ADB, AEB, respectively: 

R~(#B) = q(#B)-q( -180) = q('{)B), 
(2.11) 

R;( #B) = q(180)- q( #B) = - q( #B). 

At this point one verifies from Eqs. (2.7) and (2.11) that these resultants are of equal 
magnitude and opposite sense, as expected. Actually, Fig. 6 represents the distribu.tion 
of a, along the circumference of the singular circle (the scale of lengths is exaggerated 
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· F1o. 6. Distribution of a y'r for {3 = 30 along the singular circumference. The scale of the singular circle 
radius is exaggerated. 

in comparison with that of stresses for the sake of clarity). Similar diagrams hold for the 
distribution of -r,.8 and the combined action "a,.+ -r,.8". Since there is equilibrium, the 
resultant of "a,.+ -r,.8 " along the circumference (C) must be. zero, hence their resultant 
along any arc ADB must be opposite to the resultant along the complementary arc AEB. 
This, in terms of their components along the directions D P ± 90 and {} P' is written as 

(2.12) 
R~({}B) = Rg({}B) = Ro({}B), 

for all values of {}8 . 

Now it will be shown that for any given crack inclination {3, the value of {}8 maximiz
ing R0 (fJ8 ) . is the root of Rp({}8 ) and is also equal to the direction of propagation {}P, 

determined by other criteria as well as experimentally. First of all, from Eqs. -'(2.5), (2.7) 
and (2.12) it is 

(2.13) 

3 {}B . {}B 
-cos 2 (K1 (:8 +K2 sB)+cos 2 (2K2 sB). 

sB, cB are expressed in terms of (fJ8 /2) and, introducing the notation 

(2.14) S 
. {)B 

=Sin -
2 ' 

{)B 
C =cos - -

2 ' 

after some algebra Eq. (2.13) becomes: 

(2.15) l/ ;, Ro({}B) = -3K2 S 3 +3K2 S-K1 C 3
• 

The equation dR0 jd{}8 = 0 in terms ofT is found from Eq. (2.15) to be 

(2.16) 2T2 -f.LT-l = 0, 
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where 

KI 
(2.17) fl = K-; = tan/). 

Similarly, from Eqs. (2.10), (2.11), (2.12) and, in the notation of Eq. (2.14), it is found 
that: 

or, in terms of T, 

-. / n CK2 2 (2.18) v lrRv({}B)=:= 1+T2 (2T-p,T-1). 

Comparison of Eqs. (2.16) and (2.18) shows that dR0 jd{}8 and Rp({}8 ) have common 
roots. The physical interpretation of ·this result is obvious: for the directions {}8 , which 
give extrema of the opening component (R0 ) of the circumferential stress resultant, the 
other component (Rp) vanishes. 

Furthermore, for the determination of load at fracture, the mode I case is considered 
too. The stress resultant is obtained from the general equation (2.15) for {}8 = 0: 

(2.19) R l K[ cr ;--
0 = - 1 = -a1 J na. 

On the other hand for each solution {}P of Eq. (2.16) the corresponding S, C given by the 
notation (2.14), are substituted in Eq. (2.15) and give 

(2.20) 

Hence, on the basis of the usual assumption R~ = R0 (Dp), one obtains from Eqs. (2.19) 
_and (2.20) 

(2.21) 

3. Numerical results and conclusions 

A new criterion for mixed mode crack propagation can be stated on the basis of the 
theory developed in Section 2: 

Initiation of crack propagation under mixed mode conditions: 
(i) takes place in the direction {} P• in which the opening component R0 of the circum

ferential stress resultant becomes maximum (i.e. root ofEq. (2.16)); then its other component 
Rp along the direction of propagation vanishes (since {} P is a root of Eq. (2.18), too); 

(ii) takes place at the moment when the imposed load obtains a critical value Gcr, given 
by Eq. (2.21). 

Numerical values of {}P, obtained by the above criterion for various values of {3, are 
given in line (1) of Table 1, while the coresponding values of acr /air are given in line (1) 
of Table 2. They are seen to be in good agreement with the corresponding values deter
mined by other criteria or experimentally. The results are plotted in Figs. 7 and 8. 

6 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 4/86 
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Table 1. Direction of propagation. 

{3 2 6 8 1 10 1 20 1---;-~ ~ 1 60 1 70 1 80 1 82 1 84 1 86 1 88 1 90 4 

.~~--~----~------------------~--~--------~----~--~--------------~--~~-------

Present · 

results 1 -69.9 -69.2 -68.5 -67.9 -67.2 -63.8 -60.0 -55.6 -50.3 -43.2 -33.3 -18.9 -15.4 -11.7 -7.9 -4.0 0.0 

------------------ - --- ------------

maxar 2 -70.0 -69.4 -68.8 -68.2 -67.6 -64.5 -61.0 -56.9 -51.8 -44.7 -34.5 -19.3 -15.7 -11.9 -8.0 -4.0 0.0 

max-cr{} ____ 3 ~~~~~~~~ -54.1 -50.~ -46.5 -40.7 -32.~ -18.-; -15.3 -=-11.7 -7.9 -4.0 ~ 

maxa1 4 -76.5 -75.6 -74.6 -73.7 -72.8 -68. 1 ~ -63.1 -57.7 -51.4 -43.7 -33.4 -18.9 -15.5J -11.8 -7.9 -4.0 0.0 

maxa{} 5 
1 

-60.2 -55.7 -50.2 -43.2 -33.2 -19.3 
- ------ -- ~ --- -------- - ----

s 6 I -63.5 -56.7 -49.5 -41.5 -31.8 -18.5 
- -·---- - '- -----------

1 

Experim. 7 -62.4 -55.6 -51.1 -43.1 -30.7 -17.3 
- - - - -- - - ------

Table 2. Critical loading acr faf'. 

{3 

Present 
results 

Ref. [5] 

maxafl 

s 

2 4 6 
' ' ' ' 8 I I 0 I 20 ; 30 I 40 I 50 I 60 I 70 I 80 I 82 I 84 I 86 I 88 I 90 

1 1 24.4 I 12.0 7.9 5.9 4.7 2.3 I 1.5 1.2 1.1 0.98 I 0.97 I 0.99 I 0.99 I 0.99 I 0.99 1.0 1.0 
I 

- '~ 1 24.7 1~.;-r;;;-·r ;:;-1--;;-1 2.3 1 1.5 1---;:;-1~1-;;;-1 -;;:;-l~l-~l 0.99 1 --;:~T ;-:;;-T~ 

l- 3 _ · _24.4 l-~2 o_ _7~1_s 9__ _ ~7J-==-. I __ ~--~=- r .!~ ~ -f_ll~~~~~ - 0.99_

1 

_ _ 0.99

1 

o.99 f_o.99
1

_ 1~-- ~~--
4 26.4 i 13.1 8.7 I 6.5 5.2 I 2.6 I 1.8 1.4 I 1.2 I 1.1 I 1.1 1,0 1.0 1.0 I 1.0 1.0 1.0 
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FIG. 7. Angle of propagation {}P versus crack inclination {3 . C.O.R. stands for Circumferential Opening 
Resultant (present results). 

The small difference in the values of acr I a? reported in Table 2 of Ref. [4] is due to 
the fact that the evaluation of Rg, Rg due to r,& was based on an inappropriately chosen 
boundary element. 

In conclusion, the following remarks should be made. In order that somebody be 
able to judge the importance of the new criteria proposed by CHRYSAKIS in [4, 5] and in 
the present paper, one should go back to 1973 (S-criterion [3]) and 1963 (maxa6 criterion 
(2)). An extensive literature has been created, devoted to modifications, applications to 
particular cases and comparisons of the S and maxa& criteria. Even more important, 
in [2], p. 520, it is stated that "According to hypotheses (a) and (b), only the tangential 
components of these stresses can initiate crack growth ... " . This restriction to a& raised 
the question, how the remaining stress components in the vicinity of the crack tip, although 
singular, wouldn't andjor couldn't participate in the phenomenon of fracture. And it 
was considered one of the main advantages of the energy approach, compared to the maxa0 

criterion, that the expression of the st~ain energy density factor S was taking under con
sideration the contribution of all the stress components to the initiation of propagation. 

In [4, 5] and the present paper for the first time the above-mentioned restriction to 
max arJ has been questioned and it has been shown that if the model of Fig. 2b is adopted 
instead of that of Fig. 2a, then there are alternatives to the max a0 criterion: the max a r 
and max I r,&/ in [4], the maximum principal stress a1 [5] and the maximum circumferential 
opening resultant in this paper. They cover all the cases of prediction of ( {} P, acr) on the basis 

6* 
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FIG. 8. Normalized load at fracture (Jcr j(Jf' versus crack inclination {3. C.O.R. stands for Circumferential 

Opening Resultant (present results). 

of the variation of the singular stresses and, all together, form what is called here "the 
stress approach to mixed mode fracture". 

Finally two basic differences should be pointed out. 
(i) In [2] propagation is identified with separation of the material of the polar element 

(dr, d{}) under the action of maxa0 (Fig. 2a). In [4, 5] and the present paper it is identified 

with separation of the material enclosed in the singular circle under the action of stresses 
at its circumference (Fig. 2b ). 

(ii) In [4, 5] the determination of {}Pis based on two isolated stress values: the extrema 

of a certain stress component at two points D, E of the singular circumference. On the 

contrary, in the present paper the determination of {} P is based on the maximization of 
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MAXIMIZATION OF CIRCUMFERENTIAL OPENING RESULTANTS 429 

the resultant action of both boundary stresses (an, rn) along the whole circumference. 
Thus it is observed that the maxima of the circumferential stress resultants R8, R5 hav 
the same axis of symmetry (radius OB in direction f}v) with the extrema of their particular 
stress components (i.e. a,. = an, r,.{) = rn)- a result neither self-evident nor derivable 
from general equilibrium considerations. 
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